
The goal of Global Conference is to engage CISV volunteers 
from all 200+ chapters around the world for five days. The Confer-
ence will motivate and inspire volunteers and promote sharing of  
new ideas and best practices. It is also a forum for communicating 
where CISV is going and how the organization is doing, and getting 
feedback on the direction.

IJBC is the annual gathering of  CISV International’s Junior Branch. 
The meeting aims at connecting Junior Branches worldwide, work-
ing on common projects, participating in workshops and trainings 
and making decisions on JB’s future.

How will IJBC and Global Conference happen together?
Every day, there will be full schedule of  sessions for IJBC and Glob-
al Conference participants to attend. A couple of  sessions every day 
will be specifically marked as IJBC sessions. IJBC participants will 
participate in these sessions and attend any other sessions happen-
ing at other times throughout the schedule.

What is the number of  IJBC sessions?
In total, there will be seven sessions dedicated to IJBC, each be-
tween 90 and 120 minutes in length.

What is the cost for IJBC 2015?
A triple room costs 850 Norwegian Krone / 93€ / $115 per person 
per night (prices approximate).
For five nights, this equals 4.250 Norwegian Krone / 465€ / $575 
per person (prices approximate).

This participation fee is slightly higher than it has been in recent 
years. Please take into account that Norway has a very high cost of  
living, as well as the following point.

Why is IJBC happening in Norway?
IJBC will happen in conjunction with CISV’s first Global Confer-
ence. At AIM 2012 in Paris, Norway was voted as the host of Global 
Conference in 2015.

In 2015, CISV will host its first ever Global Conference. We’re glad to be running IJBC alongside, 
and together with, this exciting event! 


